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Abstract

Correspondence analysis is introduced in the brand association
literature as an alternative tool to measure dominance, for the
particular case of free choice data. The method is also used to
analyse di¤erences, or asymmetries, between brand-attribute as-
sociations where attributes are associated with evoked brands,
and brand-attribute associations where brands are associated with
the attributes. An application to a sample of deodorants is used
to illustrate the proposed methodology.

Key words: Brand dominance, attribute dominance, measure of assyme-
tries, correspondence analysis.
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1 Introduction

This paper is motivated by a marketing research study of brand images
for a set of deodorants and the hypothesis that the way of formulating the
study may generate changes in the apparent brand images that result.

Our interest is related to the brand imaging problem but focussed
speci…cally on capturing and measuring a possible asymmetry in the
results of two analyses. These alternatives do not di¤er in the tech-
niques used, but in the methods of data collection. These are called
“attribute-by-attribute” and “brand-by-brand” ways of collecting data.
While in the “brand-by-brand” method people are asked to make associ-
ations between evoked brands and listed attributes, in the “attribute-by-
attribute” method the attributes are presented one at a time and people
associate them with evoked brands. These alternatives have already
been compared by Barnard & Ehrenberg (1990), but focusing on dif-
ferent ways of measuring associations: free choice, equivalent to evoked
brands analysis, scaling and ranking (the last two considered forced-
choice). The concepts required to understand the duality existing in the
brand association, in other words, the orientation of brand association
(brand to attribute or attribute to brand) appear in Farquhar & Herr
(1992).

We propose correspondence analysis (CA) (Benzécri et al., 1973,
Greenacre, 1984) as an alternative, in naming methods (also called sort-
ing, free choice in Joyce, 1963), to measure instance dominance and at-
tribute dominance (Farquhar & Herr, 1992) between a couple composed
of a brand and an attribute.

CA can also be used to determine if asymmetry exists between the
two mental processes for this particular study. By asymmetry we mean
di¤erences between the brand-by-brand and the attribute-by-attribute
way of thinking and establishing connections. We will propose a particu-
lar way of coding data in CA (Greenacre, 2000) to describe asymmetries.
Joyce (1963) showed that the free choice data, the attribute-by-attribute
method was the best able to discriminate between similar brands. We
will try to see if these results are also corroborated in our case.

Although Farquhar & Herr (1992) indicated that “a brand may be
associated with speci…c product categories as well as with speci…c product
attributes, related customer bene…ts, and various summary evaluations”,
most of the literature refers only to product categories and so to brand
leveraging activities. The reason can be that the study of asymmetires
in this case is richer since it lets to establish predictions on buying pro-
cess as well as possibilities and limitations in the stretchability of and
established brand (Farqhuar & Herr, 1992 and Farquhar, 1989). Never-
theless, the application we are going to do for the brand-attribute tables
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can be extended to the brand-category product case.

2 Brand-attribute association

There exist di¤erent types of brand association such as association with
product attributes, customer bene…ts, relative price, the uses or applica-
tions, association with particular clients, di¤erent celebrities, life styles,
categories of product or countries (Aaker, 1991). A problem can arise
when researchers neglect the directionality of brand associations. Brand
management involves two activities, which are complementary in decid-
ing about the limits of a brand’s stretch: brand building and brand lever-
aging. On the one hand, brand building activities focus on establishing
favourable attitudes and strengthening the relationship from the brand
to a particular category, product attribute, customer bene…t, or usage
situation (Farquhar and Herr, 1993). On the other hand, brand leverag-
ing activities must consider the strength of existing associations directed
towards the brand (Farquhar, Herr & Fazio, 1990 and Farquhar, Han,
Herr, & Ijiri, 1992). Di¤erent reasons such as the relatively high cost
of launching and building new brands, the unavailability of satisfactory
trademarks in some markets and the strong competition for distribution
within the trade provoke an interest in the creation of new associations
instead of generating a new brand (Farquhar & Herr, 1992). The point
is that the strengths of the existing directional associations can limit the
stretchability of the brand. For example, Farquhar, Han, Herr & Ijiri
(1992) point out the fact that strong associations between a brand and a
product category can make it risky to extend a master brand directly to
other product categories (e.g. the risk of diluting the core associations
and eroding the customer base). We are interested in measuring the di-
rectional associations, brand-to-attribute and attribute-to-brand, where
the strengths of the directional relations can be asymmetric (Farquhar
& Herr, 1992).

When measuring brand-attribute association, there exist di¤erent
de…nitions of dominance (Ashcraft, 1978; Barsalou, 1983; Farquhar, Herr
& Fazio, 1990; Loftus, 1973; Mervis & Rosch, 1981). Farquhar & Herr
(1992) cites Loftus (1973), using her de…nitions of instance dominance
and category dominance, but inverting the de…nitions for no apparent
reason. For example, Farquhar & Herr (1992) use the term “instance
dominance” to de…ne what Loftus (1973) called “category dominance”.
Both agree that dominance refers to the strength of the directional asso-
ciation between a brand and an associate, in our case an attribute. We
prefer the original usage of the terms by Loftus (1973), that is we shall
use “attribute dominance” to refer to the strength of the directional as-
sociation from a brand to an attribute, and “brand dominance” as the
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strength of the directional association from an attribute to a brand. We
shall measure attribute dominance by the number of people who gave
the attribute in response to the brand and, in a parallel way, brand dom-
inance by the number of people who gave the brand in response to the
attribute, with appropriate adjustments for size in order to normalize
the measures. Further, high and low instance (i.e., brand) or category
(i.e., attribute) dominance …xing a particular proportion. For example,
Loftus (1973) established that “stimuli were classi…ed as high instance
dominance if at least 70% of the sample gave the instance in response to
the category and low instance dominance if fewer than 26% gave the in-
stance in response to the category”. On the other hand, Ashcraft (1978)
de…ned that the “high dominant property had a frequency value of at
least 50%, and the low dominance property had a frequency of less than
50%, where frequency rate was de…ned as the number of subjects gener-
ating the property divided by the number of subjects generating the most
frequent property for that category member”. As was noted by Farquhar
& Herr (1992) directional brand associations would not be of interest
if the strengths of the two relationship were equal, in other words, if
asymmetry did not exist.
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3 Data

The original data sets were two tables of frequencies generated from two
di¤erent samples. The sample size in each case was approximately equal
to 200.

The format of the tables is the same in both cases. The rows are 10
brands of deodorants and the columns 11 attributes or bene…ts of using
them. Given the con…dentiality, we are not able to show the brand names
of the deodorants. Instead, we will denote them by B1 untilB10. All the
attributes are positive versions (Barnard & Ehrenbert, 1990), included
in one of the categories from the list of “key operational attributes”,
given by Joyce (1963). The attributes are the following:

A1: prevents body odour all day,
A2: keeps me dry all day,
A3: does not irritate my skin,
A4: has a long lasting fragance,
A5: has a pleasant fragance,
A6: leaves me feeling con…dent,
A7: leaves no marks on my clothes,
A8: can use all over the body,
A9: is portable/can carry around,
A10: is quick to apply
A11: costs a little less than most others.

Respondents were asked a series of questions about the brands, such
as “most often used brand”, “a brand one would switch to”, “a brand one
would not use again”, and “brands used nowadays”. Any mention of, or
recognition of, a brand would include that brand amongst a respondent’s
personal list of “evoked brands”.

The original tables were composed of frequencies representing the
number of people who made a positive association between a brand and
an attribute. To obtain the …rst table, called “brand-by-brand” (B),
for each one of the evoked brands, the subjects had to associate or not
the list of the attributes. To get the second one, named “attribute-by-
attribute” (A), for each attribute, they stated whether it applied to each
of the brands they had evoked. Barnard & Ehrenberg (1990) already
spoke about “free-choice” questioning (equivalent to di¤erent evoked
brands for each subject) as a “better option with respect to “forced-
choice” since respondents are not forced to make a response for each
brand-attribute pairing. For respondents unfamiliar with a brand, the
“forced-choice” procedure can give rise to errors due to, say, guessing or
yea-saying” (Hughes, 1969; Morrison, 1979). The tables are the follow-
ing:
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Table 1: Brand-by-brand (B)

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 Total evoked
B1 53 49 61 40 49 38 47 27 36 41 11 (101)
B2 36 20 34 61 72 36 41 62 49 47 13 (104)
B3 41 32 43 20 46 24 30 12 44 56 30 (113)
B4 34 29 33 17 31 18 18 15 13 36 7 (76)
B5 43 40 35 23 28 37 29 14 18 45 18 (93)
B6 52 40 56 39 63 46 40 28 31 54 21 (116)
B7 96 96 81 58 81 75 58 36 51 80 26 (155)
B8 21 25 26 10 24 15 16 12 13 24 3 (55)
B9 26 38 31 22 32 21 21 8 24 32 9 (60)
B10 11 5 14 7 11 5 7 5 10 6 1 (20)

For example, the cell (B4;A1) tells us that 34 subjects out of the 76 who
evoked brand B4 made a positive association with respect to attribute
A1: Prevents body odour all day.

Table 2: Attribute-by-attribute (A)

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 Total evoked
B1 51 44 59 36 54 41 36 37 58 62 14 (98)
B2 26 23 33 50 52 31 33 63 54 57 17 (91)
B3 33 28 40 24 41 30 33 23 60 49 24 (106)
B4 28 23 28 19 24 22 19 15 24 36 5 (63)
B5 36 32 32 19 22 29 21 18 32 50 7 (85)
B6 28 26 43 29 35 26 26 26 41 54 22 (94)
B7 83 76 79 51 68 74 48 40 70 96 29 (152)
B8 25 26 31 19 20 23 17 19 35 35 13 (61)
B9 21 20 29 15 24 20 22 8 34 28 4 (56)
B10 5 5 10 4 8 4 7 5 10 10 4 (22)

In this case, for the couple composed of B4 and A1, 28 subjects made
the association, out of a total evoked of 63 (notice that in this case, the
total evoked for B4 is lower than in the brand-by-brand analysis).

4 Preliminary description of dominance and asym-
metries.

To describe dominance relations, Loftus (1973), Ashcraft (1978) and Far-
quhar & Herr (1992), measure the strength of association simply by the
frequency with which the item was mentioned, with normalizations that
do not include information related with evoked brands. For example,
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Ashcraft (1978) de…ned frequency as “the number of subjects generating
the property divided by the number of subjects generating the most fre-
quent property for that category member”. For example, if we take A3
for the attribute-by-attribute table (A), the original values are

[59; 33; 40; 28; 32; 43; 79; 31; 29; 10]:

Since the highest value corresponds to B7 we should take this value as
reference point and transform the data as percentages referred to it:

[74:7; 41:8; 50:7; 35:4; 40:5; 54:4; 100; 39:2; 36:7; 12:7];

High dominant property, according to this particular author, are given
by those with values higher than 50%. Thus for A3 we observe high
dominant property with respect to B1, B3; B6 and B7.

The previous de…nition of dominance, as happens with other de…-
nitions, do not take into account the “halo e¤ect”. This is when some
brands, just because they are more well known, are more evoked com-
pared to the others, receiving higher frequencies of association. This
e¤ect is also described in Barnard & Ehrenberg (1990) as “usage e¤ect”.
They note that it appears in the “free choice” way of collecting data.
They say that “many people tend to associate a positive attribute with
larger brands than associate it with smaller brands. The explanation is
that a larger brand has more claimed users than a smaller brand, and
that users of a brand are more likely than nonusers to give a positive
attribute response”. The consequence is that these larger or more well
known brands will always receive the higher values and so, they will be
establish the dominant relations. Since we have information on evoked
brands, we can improve the de…nition of dominance proposing to ana-
lyze percentages calculated from frequencies with respect to the evoked
brands and then determine dominance from these percentages. The new
tables allow us to treat each brand as equal and so to measure brand
dominance independently if they are more or less well known.

The following table shows percentages referred to the brand-by-brand
(B) original data with respect to the evoked brands:
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Table 3: Percentages relative to evoked brands for brand-by-brand
table(B)

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11
B1 52.5 48.5 60.4 39.6 48.5 37.6 46.5 26.7 35.6 40.6 10.9
B2 34.6 19.2 32.7 58.7 69.2 34.6 39.4 59.6 47.1 45.2 12.5
B3 36.3 28.3 38.1 17.7 40.1 21.2 26.5 10.6 38.9 49.6 26.5
B4 44.7 38.2 43.4 22.4 40.8 23.7 23.7 19.7 17.1 47.4 9.2
B5 46.2 43.0 37.6 24.7 30.1 39.8 31.2 15.1 19.4 48.4 19.4
B6 44.8 34.5 48.3 33.6 54.3 39.7 34.5 24.1 26.7 46.6 18.1
B7 61.9 61.9 52.3 37.4 52.3 48.4 37.4 23.2 32.9 51.6 16.8
B8 38.2 45.5 47.3 18.2 43.6 27.3 29.1 21.8 23.6 43.6 5.5
B9 43.3 63.3 51.6 36.7 53.3 35.0 35.0 13.3 40.0 53.3 15.0
B10 55.0 25.0 70.0 35.0 55.0 25.0 35.0 25.0 50.0 30.0 5.0

For example, the cell (B4; A1) tells us that 44:7% of the subjects who
evoked brand B4 associated it with attribute A1.

The attribute-by-attribute table, similarly expressed relative to evoked
brands, is as follows:

Table 4: Percentages relative to evoked brands for attribute-by-
attribute table (A)

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11
B1 52.0 44.9 60.2 36.7 55.1 41.8 36.7 37.8 59.2 62.3 14.3
B2 28.6 25.3 36.2 54.9 57.1 34.1 36.3 69.2 59.3 62.6 18.7
B3 31.1 26.4 37.7 22.6 38.7 28.3 31.1 21.7 56.6 46.2 22.6
B4 44.4 36.5 44.4 30.2 38.1 34.9 30.2 23.8 38.1 57.1 7.9
B5 42.3 37.6 37.6 22.4 25.9 34.1 24.7 21.2 37.6 58.8 8.2
B6 29.8 27.7 45.7 30.9 37.2 27.7 27.7 27.7 43.6 57.4 23.4
B7 54.6 50.0 52.0 33.6 44.7 48.7 31.6 26.3 46.1 63.2 19.1
B8 41.0 42.6 50.8 31.1 32.8 37.7 27.9 31.1 57.4 57.4 21.3
B9 37.5 35.7 51.8 26.8 42.9 35.7 39.3 14.3 60.7 50.0 7.1
B10 22.7 22.7 45.5 18.2 36.4 18.2 31.8 22.7 45.5 45.5 18.2

For example, the cell (B4; A1) tells us that 44:4 of the subjects who
evoked brand B4 named it in response to A1.

For attribute A3 there exists brand dominance in the cases of B1,
B7, B8 and B9 (using 50% as the cut-o¤ point). Notice how the brand
dominance changes when the halo e¤ect is eliminated. Brands B3 and
B6 were all highly evoked brands. B8 and B9 are not highly evoked
brands but have high dominance when associations are expressed to the
evoked brands.
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We think that percentages relative to evoked brands express infor-
mation which is more correct in terms of determining brand dominance
instead of total frequencies, which su¤er from the halo e¤ect.

We now give some other examples to motivate the idea of asymmetry.
If we establish that brand dominance exists for percentages bigger than
50%, taking the cell (B1; A3) in the attribute-by-attribute analysis (table
4), we …nd a value of 60:2%; indicating that a dominance relation be-
tween the pair exists. For the same pair (B1;A3) in the brand-by-brand
analysis (…gure 3) the percentage is very similar (60:4%), so in this case
asymmetry does not exist. But if we take another pair such as (A1; B10),
in the brand-by-brand case, the proportion of people who made the as-
sociation is equal to 55:0%, while for the attribute-by-attribute study it
takes a value of 22:7%. These percentages are quite di¤erent, one being
more than double the other. So in this case asymmetry in the directional
associations exists.

Remember that all percentages are referred to positive versions of the
attributes. In other words we capture, for each brand-atttribute pair,
the number of people who evoked the brand and established a positive
association between the brand and the attribute. We can also show the
counterpart, which will collect the people who evoked the brand but did
not establish the positive association. In terms of the table, we will have
a positive and a negative version for each attribute. For example, in the
brand-by-brand study, 52:5% of the people who evoked B1 associated it
with A1+: prevents body odour all day. This means that 47:5% evoked
it but did not make the association, in other words, they consider that
brand B1 is related with A1¡: does not prevent body odour all day. Later
in correspondence analysis we shall take both the positive and negative
versions of the attributes into account.

The question arises what our de…nition of dominance might be if we
did not have the information on evoked brands. If the halo e¤ect is, as
Barnard & Ehrenbert (1990) claim, such that “users of a brand are more
likely to give a positive attribute response”, we might consider expressing
the observed frequencies of positive attribute responses relative to their
totals across the attributes. This total can be considered as a surrogate
for the “total evoked”. Figures 1 and 2 show the relationship between
total responses and total evoked brands for matrices B and A respec-
tively, and it is clear that there is a strong linear relationship between
these two totals.
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Figure 1 : Total number of associations versus total evoked brands for
the brand-by-brand data (table B).
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Figure 2 : Total number of associations versus total evoked brands for
attribute-by-attribute data (table A).
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If we divide the observed frequencies by their totals, we obtain a
set of relative frequencies summing up to 1, called a pro…le. In this
case, it would be the pro…le of a brand across its attributes. It is such
brand pro…les that are visualized in correspondence analysis (Shahim
& Greenacre, 1988). Correspondence analysis is thus a tool which can
help us display the dominance relations in terms of pro…les. We shall
have brand pro…les for the brand-by-brand (B) matrix, as well as the
attribute-by-attribute (A) matrix and we would like to compare two
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sets of pro…les to see to what extent they agree or disagree with one
another. As we shall show, methodology exists for techniques such as
correspondence analysis to compare two matrices and this will allow
us to summarize the possible asymmetries in the dominance relations
resulting from the two ways of collecting the data.

5 Correspondence analysis: a tool to describe dom-
inance.

Correspondence analysis (CA) is a statistical technique used to describe
and interpret categorical data with an elegant but simple graphical dis-
play which permits more rapid interpretation and understanding of the
data (see, for example, Greenacre, 1993). When frequency tables are the
matrices to be analyzed, then the algorithm of CA can be understood
as …nding independent factors, each one constructed from the attributes
according to the total number of answers or times that each attribute
has been associated with one or other brand. The factors de…ne or-
thogonal dimensions of a perceptual map, where the brands and the
attributes are represented by points projected onto the map. The cen-
tre of the map, or centroid, can be interpreted as an “average brand”
characterized for having an average percentage of association with each
attribute. Then, dominance relations between a brand and an attribute
will be established with respect to that mean, which we shall call “rela-
tive dominance”. The implication of this new de…nition is that we can
describe dominance relations with respect to attributes with low aver-
ages, while with the previous de…nitions they might not be recognized
as having dominance relations. Further, this sets us free in the sense of
not having to …x a percentage threshold (e.g. 50%) for deciding whether
dominance relations exist or not.

In matrix notation CA of brand pro…les can be written as the follow-
ing matrix decomposition of the transformed data matrix

(R¡ 1cT )D¡1=2
c = FVT where FTDrF = I, VTV = I;

where R is row pro…le matrix of the brands, c the centroid or “mean
brand”,Dc the diagonal matrix with relative attribute frequencies, called
column “masses” on the diagonal, F the principal coordinates for the
brands, and Dr the diagonal matrix with relative brand frequencies on
the diagonal. Notice that the column masses are identical to the elements
of the average row pro…le. As an example, for the brand-by-brand case,
the data matrix of brand pro…les and the average brand pro…le would
be
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Table 5: Row pro…le matrix for brand-by-brand table (B)

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 sum
B1 11.8 10.7 13.3 8.9 10.9 8.4 10.4 6 8 9.1 2.4 100
B2 7.7 4.2 7.3 13 15.2 7.7 8.6 13.2 10.4 9.9 2.9 100
B3 10.7 8.3 11.3 5.4 12.2 6.3 8 3.3 11.6 14.9 8 100
B4 13.6 11.5 13 6.7 12.4 7.3 7.3 6.1 5.2 14.2 2.7 100
B5 13 12.1 10.7 7.1 8.5 11.3 8.8 4.2 5.4 13.6 5.4 100
B6 11.1 8.6 11.8 8.4 13.3 9.8 8.6 5.9 6.6 11.5 4.4 100
B7 13.1 13.1 10.9 7.8 10.9 10.1 7.8 4.8 6.9 10.9 3.6 100
B8 11.1 13.1 13.7 5.2 12.8 7.9 8.5 6.4 7 12.8 1.5 100
B9 9.8 14.4 11.8 8.4 12.1 8 8 3 9.1 12.1 3.4 100
B10 13.4 6.1 17.1 8.5 13.4 6.1 8.5 6.1 12.2 7.3 1.2 100

average 11.5 10.2 12 8.1 12.2 8.3 8.5 6 8.3 11.4 3.5 100

For example, from this table we can see high values of association (rel-
ative to the mean) between B2 and A8. While the percentage for the
cell (B2; A8) is equal to 13:2%, the mean takes a value of 6%. Then, the
map will show dominance relations by the bigger di¤erences between a
percentage of association and the mean. The operation is repeated for
the attribute-by-attribute (A) case:

Table 6 : Row pro…le matrix for attribute-by-attribute table (A)

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 sum
B1 10.4 9 12 7.4 11 8.4 7.4 7.6 11.8 12.5 2.8 100
B2 6 5.2 7.5 11.4 11.8 7.1 7.5 14.3 12.2 13.1 3.9 100
B3 8.5 7.1 10.4 6.3 10.7 7.7 8.5 6 15.7 12.6 6.3 100
B4 11.4 9.6 11.4 7.8 9.9 9.1 7.8 6.2 9.9 14.8 2.1 100
B5 12 10.8 10.8 6.3 7.4 9.7 7.1 6 10.8 16.8 2.3 100
B6 7.9 7.3 12.1 8.1 9.7 7.3 7.3 7.3 11.5 15.2 6 100
B7 11.7 10.6 11 7.2 9.6 10.4 6.8 5.5 9.8 13.4 4 100
B8 9.7 10.2 12.1 7.4 7.8 9 6.7 7.4 13.5 11.2 5 100
B9 9.5 9 12.9 6.7 10.4 9 9.7 3.5 15.2 12.4 1.7 100
B10 7 7 14 5.5 11 5.5 9.8 7 13.7 13 5.5 100

average 9.4 8.6 11.3 7.5 10 8.4 7.8 7.2 12.3 13.5 3.9 100

An example of relative brand dominance for this table could be the
couple composed of A10; B5 which shows a higher association (16:8%)
with respect to a mean value of 13:5%:

These might be considered the correct tables to describe relative
dominance relations for cases where evoked brands are not available. But
in this case we do have information on evoked brands and we should make
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use of it. The data matrices to be analyzed would thus be the percentages
with respect to the evoked brands (tables 3 & 4). Furthermore, we will
consider these percentages corresponding to positive association as well
as those corresponding to negative association in the CA analysis.

The tables are thus composed of 10 rows (brands) and 22 columns
(11 positive versions and 11 negative versions of the attributes). The
row totals or brand totals are all equal to 1100, being the sum of 100 for
each pair (positive and negative pole) of the 11 attributes. At the same
time the doubling has an implication for the attributes, which have a
constant sum of 1000 if we add up negative and positive poles across all
10 brands. In other words, both brands and (doubled) attributes have
constant masses in the CA.

We shall show brands and attributes in di¤erent maps to be able to
appreciate better all the points. The relative positions will indicate the
association between the two sets of points.

6 Results.

6.1 Attribute dominance for the brand-by-brand
table (B).

The tables of results of the analysis are given in the Appendix. We
separate attributes and brands in two maps, showing each set in principal
coordinates (…gures 3 and 4). The …rst principal axis accounts for 44:0%
of the total inertia while the second principal axis accounts for 23:4%.
Together they represent 67:4% of the total inertia.

In attribute dominance relations, people …rst consider the evoked
brands and then name the listed attributes they associate with each
brand. We …rst show the symmetric map of brands.
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Figure 3: Correspondence analysis of doubled brand-attribute associa-
tion expressed as percentages: principal coordinates of brands.
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In general terms we can describe the following. On the right hand
side of the map, we …nd B2, while on the left hand side, opposite to B2,
are situated B5, B8 and B4. On the top, we see B7, B9 and B1; and
on the bottom, B3. B6 appears almost in the centre and B10, next to
the …rst principal axis, towards the right hand side.

The second map we o¤er is the map of doubled attributes in principal
coordinates:

Figure 4: Correspondence analysis of doubled brand-attribute associ-
ation expressed as percentages of evoked brands: principal coordinates of
doubled attributes.
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We have two points for each attribute, the positive pole opposite the
negative pole, on a line through the origin. On the one hand, the positive
pole represents the group of people who evoked the brand and established
a positive association between the brand and the attribute. On the other
hand, the negative pole represents people who evoked the brand and did
not establish the association between the particular attribute and the
brand. Furthermore, if distance between the poles were to be calibrated
in a 100 equal intervals from 0 at the negative pole to 100 at the positive
one, then the average rating could be read o¤ at the point where the
line crosses the centre of the display. For example, the average rating on
A8: can use all over the body, has an average association equal to 24%
(see sum in the data matrix of the Appendix and divide the row by 10,
the number of brands, to get the mean). Hence the origin is situated
nearer to the negative pole of this attribute. For this same attribute,
we can see that it is the one for which the poles are the most separated.
The reason is the higher variability in the percentage responses for this
attribute. Other attributes with high variability are A2: keeps you dry
all day, with an average of 40:7% and A4: has a long lasting fragance,
with an average of 32:5%. An example of small variability is A10: quick
to apply with an average equal to 45:7%. The relative directions of
the lines connecting opposite poles indicate correlations between the
attributes. For example, A11: costs a little less than most others, is
mostly negatively correlated with all other attributes. The reason can
be that since all the attributes are pro…ts or positive versions, you are
disposed to pay more for all of them, which could be the negative pole
of attribute A11.

In general, …gure 4 shows attributes A8; A4; A9 and A5 along the
horizontal principal axis and A2, A1, A3, and A6 along the vertical axis.
Positive poles are in the upper right part of the map and negative poles
in the lower left, except for attribute A11 mentioned above.

From both maps, we can interpret the existing associations. On the
one hand, given the positions previously de…ned, B2 shows relative at-
tribute dominance with respect to A8+: can be used all over the body,
since once we show B2 to the people who evoked this brand, the propor-
tion of them who gave the attribute in response to the brand is higher
than the mean association established for this attribute and all brands.
At the other end of the …rst principal axis, B5 shows an association with
the negative pole of attribute A5¡: has not a pleasant fragrance, since
between all brands, it is the one with a lower percentages of association.
B8, as well as B3 and B4 show an association with respect to A4¡:
has not a long lasting fragance. B3 shows relative attribute dominance
with respect to A11+: costs a little less than most others. Going to
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the second principal axis, we …nd relative attribute dominance relations
between B7 and B9 with respect to A2+: keeps you dry all day. They
could be considered brands in direct competence in terms of this pro…t
or core attribute. B1 shows relative attribute dominance with respect
to A3+: does not irritate my skin and A7+: leaves no marks on clothes.
Finally, B10 shows relative attribute dominance with respect to A9+.

6.2 Brand dominance for the attribute-by-attribute
study (A).

Figures 5 and 6 show the corresponding maps of attributes and brands
respectively, both in principal coordinates. In this case, where people
is asked attribute-by-attribute, we measure relative brand dominance,
in other words, higher proportions of people with respect to the mean,
who gave the evoked brand in response to a particular listed attribute.
Given the symmetry in the treatment of brands and attributes for the
correspondence analysis in the symmetric map, we are able to already
establish a comparison between this analysis and the previous one, to
infer some possible asymmetries.

While the total inertia has decreased, the proportion explained by
the …rst two principal axes has increased. The …rst one explains 46:4% of
the total inertia while the second one explains 31:4%. The distribution
of attributes in the space seems quite similar compared to the brand-by-
brand analysis, but there are some di¤erences.

We will start by the description of attributes, which are the …rst
that appear in a brand dominance study. The more evident changes
that appear with respect to the previous …gure 4 are the change in A10:
is quick to apply and A11: costs a little less than most others positions.
While A10+ appeared before in the left hand side and quite near to the
centroid, now it appears in the right hand side further from the cen-
troid. Attribute A11+ appears in the third quadrant, quite far from the
centroid, which indicates an increase in its correlation with the second
principal axis. The same attribute, in the previous analysis, appeared in
the fourth quadrant and among all the negative attribute poles. We can
also see an increase of variability for A1: prevents body odour all day, as
well as an increase in its correlation with the second principal axis. Its
position is now very similar to A2: keeps me dry all day. Apart from
these di¤erences the points in …gure 5 appear rotated compared to those
in …gure 4.
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Figure 5: Correspondence analysis of doubled brand-attribute associ-
ations expressed as percentages of evoked brands: principal coordinates of
doubled attributes.
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                      .
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                  *A6-.
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                      .        *A11+
                     *A1-
                      .

Figure 6 shows the position of brands, for which we can deduce rel-
ative brand dominance relations. Before going to the description of
dominance relations, we will list the changes with respect to …gure 3.
B10 changes its position since now it appears in the fourth quadrant
while in the previous analysis, it was situated in the second one. While
B5, B4 and B9 where situated in the fourth quadrant, they go up and
now are located in the …rst one. Since the inertia of the second principal
axes increases, all brands appear more dispersed.
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Figure 6: Correspondence analysis of doubled brand-attribute associ-
ations expressed as percentages of evoked brands: principal coordinates of
brands.
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Relative brand dominance between B2 and A8+: can use all over
the body is shown, in other words, the proportion of people, who gave
B2 in response to A8+ is higher than the mean proportion given for
this attribute. On the right hand side, where almost all positive poles
are located, we …nd a relative brand dominance relationship between
B7 and the three following attributes: A1+: prevents body odour all
day, A2+: keeps me dry all day and A6+: leaves me feeling con…dent.
B1’s location indicates relative dominance between this brand and the
following attributes: A6+: leaves me feeling con…dent and A10+: is
quick to apply. Finally, B8’s image improves if we ask attribute-by-
attribute instead of brand-by-brand since it passes from the part of the
map where negative poles are concentrated to the one where positive
ones are located. To be more concrete, in the brand-by-brand analysis
it was perceived as a brand characterized for not having a long lasting
fragrance while now, when people have the listed attributes and have
to associate them with the evoked brands, if it is true that it does not
show strong dominance relations, we can say that it is associated with
the attributes of being portable and quick to apply.

Once we go to the left hand side we …nd that B10, which in the
previous analysis was situated on the right hand side, close to A5+: has
a pleasant fragrance and A4+: has a long lasting fragrance, now shows
high association with A1¡: does not prevent body odour all day, A2¡:
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does not keep me dry all day and A10¡: is not quick to apply. Thus, its
image becomes worse if you ask attribute-by-attribute instead of brand-
by-brand. B3 and B6 show association with respect to A1¡, A2¡ and
A10¡ and A6¡: does not leave me feeling con…dent, which is nothing else
but a consequence of missing basic attributes. For these brands, there
are no relevant di¤erences, similarly for B5; which is related with A8¡:
cannot be used all over the body. B9 and B4, which are quite close,
do not show high correlations with these two principal axes but their
positions could imply a relation with A11¡: cost a little more than most
others. While in the previous analysis B7 and B9 where quite close,
now they are quite far apart, with B9 in a worse position now.

7 CA of matched matrices: a description of asym-
metry

In the above we analyzed the brand-by-brand data separately from the
attribute-by-attribute data and compared the results of the two analy-
ses. Greenacre (2000) has already considered the joint visualization of
two matrices, with common rows and columns. The analysis consists
in applying the singular value decomposition to the two matrices in a
particular block format, leading to an analysis of the sum and the dif-
ference components. In our case, the di¤erence components will capture
the asymmetries existing between the two matrices B and A.

In the simplest case if B and A are two n £ m matrices, then the
SVD of the sum, for the matrices B+A and the di¤erence B¡A can
be recovered in the SVD of the block matrix:

"
B A
A B

#
(3)

Greenacre (2000) shows that if the SVD of B+A and B¡A are re-
spectively:

B+A = UD®V
T B¡A = XD¯Y

T (4)

then the SVD of the 2n£ 2m block matrix is:
"
B A
A B

#
=

1p
2

"
U X
U ¡X

# "
D® 0
0 D¯

#
1p
2

"
V Y
V ¡Y

#T
(5)

Thus the solutions corresponding to the di¤erence component will appear
as repeated vectors with a change in sign in the singular vectors.

In our case, to describe asymmetries and compare them with the
previously de…ned dominance relations, we are going to take the doubled
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percentage tables with respect to the evoked brands in each table. Thus
the data matrix to be analyzed is:

"
B+ B¡ A+ A¡
A+ A¡ B+ B¡

#
(6)

where subindexes + and ¡ distinguish between matrices containing the
positive and the negative versions of the attributes. Applying CA to
this block matrix, the row (brand) masses will be constant and the col-
umn (attribute) masses will be constant if we sum the positive and the
negative poles. Notice that the doubling of the percentages solves the
problem mentioned by Greenacre (2000) of varying marginal totals when
applying CA to matched matrices of frequencies. The di¤erence matrix
analyzed is [B+¡ A+ B¡¡ A¡]: Since the elements of B++ B¡ and
A++A¡ are all equal to 100, this di¤erence matrix has the property that
B+¡ A+ = ¡(B¡¡ A¡): Hence we need to display only the di¤erences
between the “positive” parts. The di¤erence between the “negative”
parts will have coordinates exactly the negative of the “positive” ones.

8 Results

Figures 7 and 8 display the asymmetries existing between the two ways
of data collection. The principal axes of the di¤erences are obtained
from axes 3 and 5 of the analysis of the block matrix (see the signs of
the coordinates in the results given in the Appendix).

Figure 7: CA of di¤erences between doubled matrices. Attributes in
principal coordinates
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Figure 8: CA of di¤erences between doubled matrices obtained from the
analysis of matched matrices. Brands in principal coordinates
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                       .
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                       .
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All attributes in the map re‡ect positive di¤erences between B and
A. All the brands are situated on the left hand side of the map.

The attribute which seems that has contributed most to the …rst
principal axis of di¤erences is A9+: is portable. The attributes which
seem have contributed more to the second principal axes areA1: prevents
body odour all day; A4: has a long lasting fragrance; A9: is portable and
A11: costs a little less than most others. B8 shows association with the
counterpart of A9, in other words, it is situated just opposite to A9 in
diagonal, indicating that it is more associated with the attribute of being
portable when we ask attribute-by-attribute instead of doing brand-by-
brand. The same happens with A11 where its counterpart position with
respect to it indicates that it also is perceived as a more cheaper brand
if the study is done asking attribute-by-attribute instead of brand-by-
brand. We follow with B10. Its relative position close to A1, A3 and
A4 indicates that its is more associated with these attributes, which
are prevents body odour all day, does not irritate my skin and has a
long lasting fragrance, respectively, when the marketing researcher ask
brand-by-brand instead of doing attribute-by-attribute. However, at the
same time, it is associated as a more expensive brand when the analysis
is done attribute-by-attribute (opposite to A11: costs a little less than
most others).
B6 shows a stronger association with the attributes of having a pleas-
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ant fragrance (A5) and prevents body odour all day (A1) if we ask brand-
by-brand instead of doing attribute-by-attribute.
B1; B3 and B4 also occupy the counterpart position with respect A9

indicate, as was the case of B8, showing that their image as a portable
brand is stronger in the attribute-by-attribute analysis.

Finally,B9 increases its association with respect to keeping me dry all
day (A2) in the brand-by-brand analysis with respect to the attribute-
by-attribute one.

9 Conclusions and discussion

We have shown how CA can be an alternative tool to describe dominance
relationships, since it o¤ers a map, which shows in an understandable
way strong associations between brands and attributes, and so possible
dominance relations with respect to a “mean” brand for that particular
sample. For this particular case, we expressed the data relative to the
evoked brand totals in order to study attribute dominance and brand
dominance for the two ways of data collection; brand-by-brand (B) and
attribute-by-attribute (A) respectively.

Furthermore, we show a particular way of coding data in CA, called
matched matrices as a tool for measuring potential asymmetries between
brand-by-brand (B) and the attribute-by-attribute (A) analysis. The
results of the two analyses were quite similar, but we could still describe
two types of asymmetries. On the one hand, the attributes characterized
for being more practical and not such basic properties of a deodorant,
such as to be a portable deodorant, quick to apply, costs a little less
than most other brands and can use all over the body, received more
answers for the attribute-by-attribute analysis than the brand-by-brand
one. Our interpretation was that these attributes are not as relevant as
the others since they are not core attributes normally looked for in a
deodorant brand. When one establishes an association brand-by-brand,
you normally associate brands with other bene…ts or attributes compared
with the attribute-by-attribute study.

Another possible interpretation of such results could be the follow-
ing. This increase in answers in the A analysis with respect to the
B one is given by the more “practical” attributes which happen to be
together at the end of the list. It may be possible that in the brand-by-
brand data collection, where 11 attributes have to be associated, that
the …nal attributes on the list receive less associations compared with
the attribute-by-attribute analysis. It would be interesting to ask the
marketing research company who elaborated the data samples how they
established this particular order in the listed attributes, and whether
they purposely put the less core attributes at the end.
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We would like to point out as a direction for future research the
use of compositional data of biplots as an alternative to CA of matched
matrices in the description of asymmetries, where, instead of interval
di¤erences, a map is constructed of the logarithms of ratios from the
two data sets. A recent reference is Aitchison & Greenacre (2001). This
analysis could represent an improvement with respect to the previous
one if we consider ratios to be better than di¤erences to measure asym-
metries.
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